
 
 

 
 
 
   SAIL NUMBER PLACEMENT AND SOURCE FOR SAIL NUMBERS 

 
Sail numbers must be on all of your sails to compete in NABSC 2014 
 
Your Sail I.D. will be displayed as follows: All letters and # will be of a Matching Solid 
Color, and easy to read at a great distance. Simple Block type Letters and Numbers 
ONLY. Placed as high up as size will allow, ( but not in the top panel ) and must be 
parallel to a batten pocket. When placed on a sail that is transparent in any way, the 
number on the starboard side shall be placed above  those on the port side. Use either 
Black or White depending on sail color. Must be applied as follows: 
 

US 2 WS                   CA 02 MN             MX 002 M O   
                              United States                             Canada                             Mexico 

 

 
 The US (for the country represented) will be capital letters from 3 to 4 inches tall (size of 
letter depends on size of sail) approximately 5/8 of an inch or more apart, placed on the 
left side of the numbers. 
                                                                                                                                          
Your issued  # will be 6 to 8 inches tall (size depends on size of sail) multiple numbers 
approximately 1 inch or more apart and 1-1/4 inchs or more from the letters. What ever 
looks best on the size of sail you have. 
 
 On the right side of your  #  will be your club or state designation abbreviation ( WS = 
Wind Seekers or MN = Manitoba ) . Letters to be 3 to 4 inches tall (size and style  to 
match country letters) approximately 5/8 of an inch or more apart, placed on the right 
side of the number or numbers. 
 
3M letters & numbers seem to stick the best. Your local art store, sign shop or an online 
supplier will have what you need. 
 
 PRE CUT SAIL NUMBER MAKER 
 
Information sourced out by Loring Green. Everyone who used this sail maker was very 
satisfied. 
 
 
Here is the pricing and order info for sail numbers.  This is the same source that we’ve 
used for the past 3 years and we’ve all be very pleased. 
 
 



 
Whitney Gladstone whitney@sailing-graphics.com 
 
Sailing Graphics 
2525 ½ Shelter Island Drive 
San Diego, CA 92106 
619 225‐8653 
 
 

4’’ letters: $1.25 per character 
6’’ Numbers: $1.75 per character 
 
Example:  “US 17”  would be two 4” letters ($2.50) and two 6” numbers ($3.50) total $6.00 per 
side or $12.00 per sail plus postage. 
  
Color options: 
Black 
Blue 
Red 
Green 
Yellow 
Charcoal Gray 
White 
 
 
Shipping usually runs $10‐$12 per order. 

 


